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Abstract
We present two new block cipher modes of operation for authenticated
encryption with associated data, designed to achieve the maximal possible
security in case of misused IV, while being ecient as the Galois/Counter
Mode (GCM). Both of the modes are provably secure up to the birthday
bound, are suitable for both software and hardware, and are based on
GF (2128 ) multiplications by a secret element of the eld.
The Julius-CTR mode can be viewed as a certain variation combining
the GCM, SIV and Unbalanced Feistel Network, while the Julius-ECB is a
completely new scheme. We specify two versions for each mode: a regular
version and a compact version, having deferent ciphertexts redundancies.
Several variants aimed to achieve increased parallelization, security beyond the birthday bound, and security to chosen ciphertext attacks, are
briey explored.
Based on the two Julius modes of operation and the AES-128 block
cipher, we propose a family of four specic algorithms for authenticated
encryption with associated data to the CAESAR competition.

1 Introduction
2 Specication
We specify rst the two block cipher modes Julius-ECB and Julius-CTR, each
having a regular and a compact version. The specication is based on a pseudo
random permutation over 16 byte strings primitive, which is not part of the
modes and thus is not specied. Next we specify a set of 8 concrete and parameterized algorithms for authenticated encryption with associated data. The
pseudo random permutation primitive used in all the proposed algorithms is the
standard AES-128 block cipher, whose specication is given in [9].
We start by dening the notations in used, and highlighting four simple
mathematical facts and properties that are essential for this document.
Notations

1. Bytes are integers in {0, 1, . . . , 256}, and are used as our atomic data unit.
Messages, plaintexts, associated data, ciphertexts, initialization vectors
(IV), and binary representations of certain lengths are all regarded as
strings of bytes. We denote the string of k consecutive zero bytes by
ZEROES(k).
2. The concatenation str1kstr2 of two (byte) strings is dened as the string
whose length is len1 + len2, where len1 and len2 are the lengths of str1
and str2 correspondingly, such that its rst len1 bytes are the same as of
str1 and its last len2 bytes are the same as of str2. The concatenation
operation is associative and thus we don't use parentheses in case of a
multiple concatenation.
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3. The XOR A ⊕ B of the two bytes A =
ai and B =
i=0 2 P
i=0 2 bi
7
where a0 , .., a7 , b0 , .., b7 ∈ {0, 1} , is the byte A = i=0 2i (ai ⊕ bi ), where
we dene 0 ⊕ 0 = 1 ⊕ 1 = 0 and 0 ⊕ 1 = 1 ⊕ 0 = 1. The XOR str1 ⊕ str2 of
two byte strings str1, str2 of the same length len is dened as the string:
str1[0] ⊕ str[0]k. . . kstr[len − 1] ⊕ str[len − 1].
4. A block is dened as a string of exactly 16 bytes. We denote the two
blocks: 0k0k. . . k0 and 0k0k. . . k0k1 by ZERO_BLK and ON E _BLK
correspondingly. E(blk) and E −1 (blk) stands for the block cipher encryption and decryption of the block blk.
5. For a block blk = b[0]kb[1]k. . . kb[15], and an integer len ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 16}
we denote the string b[0]k. . . kb[i − 1] of the rst/leftmost bytes of blk by
lef t(blk, len) and the string b[16i]k. . . kb[15]of the last/rightmost bytes
of blk by right(blk, len).
6. We represent GF (2128 ), the nite eld with 2128 elements, by the set of
all polynomials over GF (2) of degree 127 or less, in the following way:
the eld addition of two such polynomials is the same as their sum over
GF (2) and their eld multiplication is obtained by their Z2 [x] multiplication modulus the irreducible polynomial x128 + x7 + x2 + x + 1.
7. We regard blocks as elements of GF (2128 ) in the following way: the corresponding element of the block blk = b[0]k..kb[15] is
15 
X
j=0

x8j ·

7
X

xi · b15−j,i



i=0

where for all j ∈ {0, ..., 15}we have blk[j] =
{0, 1} .
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i=0

2i bj,i and bj,0 , ..., bj,7 ∈

8. We regard a byte string of length which is an integer multiplication of 16 as
a polynomial over GF (2128 ) in the following way: let β0 , . . . βlen−1 be the
GF (2128 ) eld elements corresponding to the blocks blk[0], . . . , blk[len−1],
then the polynomial corresponding to the string blk[0]k...kblk[len1] is
Plen−1 d
of this string over
d=0 x ·βlen−1−d . Moreover, we dene the evaluation
Plen−1 d
the eld element α as the corresponding block of d=0 α · βlen−1−d .
9. The inputs for the two Julius modes are:

• IV string of length IV _LEN : IV = IV [0]k. . . kIV [IV _LEN ]. The nonnegative integer IV _LEN is a (constant) parameter of the mode.
• Length of the plaintext, which is an integer between 0 and 264 − 1 =
18, 446, 744, 073, 709, 551, 615. The given length plen
P7is represented by
the 8 bytes string plen[0]k. . . kplen[7] so that plen = i=0 28i plen[7 − i].
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• Length of the associated data, which is an integer between 0 and 264 − 1 =
18, 446, 744, 073, 709, 551, 615. The given length adlen P
is represented by
7
the 8 bytes string adlen[0]k. . . kadlen[7] so that adlen = i=0 28i adlen[7−
i].
• Plaintext byte string: plain = plain[0]k. . . kplain[plen1].
• Associated data byte string: ad = ad[0]k. . . .kad[adlen1].
• A pseudo random permutation E over 16 bytes strings.
Mathematical properties and facts

1. The nite eld of cardinality pn , for any prime number p and positive
integer n, is unique. We shall use this fact in two Julius variants having
dierent representations of GF (2128 ).
2. For any α, µ ∈ GF (2128 ) and non negative integer k , the evaluations of the
strings µkµ · αkµ · α2 k....kµ · α2k−1 and µkµ · (α + 1)kµ · αkµ · α2 k....kµ · α2k
over α are both zero.
3. The evaluation of the string str1 ⊕ str2 over a certain element is the same
as the eld addition of the evaluations of str1 and str2 over the same
certain element.
4. Replacing the last block blk[len1] in the blocks concatenation

blk[0]k. . . kblk[len − 1]
by the evaluation of the concatenation string over a certain eld element,
is an involution.
2.1

The Julius Modes

2.1.1

Julius-ECB Regular Version

Padding

Let pres and adres be the smallest non-negative integers so that plen+pres and
adlen + adres + IV _LEN are both multiplications of 16. We pad the message
as follows:

padded message

= ON E _BLKkIV kadlenkplenkassocisteddatak
kZEROES(adres + pres + 16)kplain

The substring of the last/rightmost pres + 16 + plen bytes is denoted by
reg = blk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1] where blen = 1 + d plen
16 e and blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1]
are blocks.
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The Julius Involution

We derive a secret element of GF (2128 ) from the pseudo random permutation
E , by taking the corresponding element of E(ZERO_BLK). We denote this
element by δ and call it the derived key. Using the (rest of the) padded message
and the derived key we dene an involution over the string reg .
Let seed be the evaluation of the padded message over the eld element δ .
We compute µ = E(seed) and use it to form a pres + 16 + plen bytes mask as
follows: if blen is even, the mask is:

µkµ · δkµ · δ 2 k....kµ · δ blen
else, the mask is

µkµ · (δ + 1)kµ · δkµ · δ 2 k....kµ · δ blen
The mask is then XORed into the string reg.
ECB

The output (i.e. ciphertext) is the ECB encryption of the string reg : let reg =
reg = blk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1] (note that the blocks blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1] have
been updated by the Julius Involution). The ciphertext string is then:

E(blk[0])k. . . kE(blk[blen − 1])
2.1.2

Julius-ECB Compact Version

Padding

Let res be the smallest non-negative integer so that res + 8 + IV _LEN +
adlen + plen is a multiplication of 16. We pad the message as follows:

padded message

=

ON E _BLKkIV kadlenkplenkassocisteddatak
kZEROES(res + 8)kplain

The substring of the last/rightmost 8 + plen bytes is denoted by

reg = b[0]k. . . kb[j − 1]kblk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1]
where blen = b 8+plen
16 c, j = plen + 8 − 16 · blen, b[0], . . . , b[j − 1] are bytes and
blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1] are blocks.
The Julius Involution

We derive a secret element of GF (2128 ) from the pseudo random permutation
E , by taking the corresponding element of E(ZERO_BLK). We denote this
element by δ and call it the derived key. Using the (rest of the) padded message
and the derived key we dene an involution over the string reg .
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Let seed be the evaluation of the padded message over the eld element δ .
We compute µ = E(E(seed)) and

ω = ZEROES(16 − j)kright(E(E(seed) ⊕ ON E _BLK), j)
and use them to form a 8 + plen bytes mask as follows: if blen is even, the mask
is:
right(ω, j)kµ + ω · δkµ · δkµ · δ 2 k....kµ · δ blen
else, the mask is

right(ω, j)kµ + ω · δkµ · (δ + 1)kµ · δkµ · δ 2 k....kµ · δ blen
The mask is then XORed into the string reg.
Modifyed ECB

The output (i.e. ciphertext) is the following modifyed ECB encryption of
the string reg : let reg = reg = blk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1] (note that the blocks
blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1] have been updated by the Julius Involution), A =
b[0]k. . . kb[j−1]klef t(blk[0], 16−j), and B = right(E(A), 16−j) k right(blk[0], j).
The ciphertext string is then:

lef t(E(A), j)kE(B)kE(blk[1])k. . . kE(blk[blen − 1])
2.1.3

Julius-CTR Regular Version

Padding

Let pres and adres be the smallest non-negative integers so that plen+pres and
adlen + adres + IV _LEN are both multiplications of 16. We pad the message
as follows:

padded message

= ON E _BLKkIV kadlenkplenkassocisteddatak
kZEROES(adres)kplainkZEROES(pres + 16)

The substring of the last/rightmost pres + 16 + plen bytes is denoted by
reg = blk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1] where blen = 1 + d plen
16 e and blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1]
are blocks.
CTR

We derive a secret element of GF (2128 ) from the pseudo random permutation
E , by taking the corresponding element of E(ZERO_BLK). We denote this
element by δ and call it the derived key. Let seed be the evaluation of the
padded message over the eld element δ . We replace the last block blk[blen − 1]
by µ = E(seed) and use this value to generate a strong pseudo random stream
that will be then XORed into the rest of reg .
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For each i ∈ {0, ..., blen − 2} we denote by brep(i) the block-width binary
P15
representation of i, meaning i = j=0 28j b[15 − j] for brep(i) = b[0]k...kb[15].
The output (ciphertext) is:

blk[0]⊕E(µ⊕brep(0))kblk[1]⊕E(µ⊕brep(1))k...kblk[blen−2]⊕E(µ⊕brep(blen−2))kµ
2.1.4

Julius-CTR Compact Version

Padding

Let res be the smallest non-negative integer so that res + 8 + IV _LEN +
adlen + plen is a multiplication of 16. We pad the message as follows:

padded message

= ON E _BLKkIV kadlenkplenkassocisteddatak
kZEROES(res)kplainkZEROES(8)

The substring of the last/rightmost 8 + plen bytes is denoted by

reg = b[0]k. . . kb[j − 1]kblk[0]k. . . kblk[blen1]
where blen = b 8+plen
16 c, j = plen + 8 − 16 · blen, b[0], . . . , b[j − 1] are bytes and
blk[0], . . . , blk[blen − 1] are blocks.
Modifyed CTR

We derive a secret element of GF (2128 ) from the pseudo random permutation
E , by taking the corresponding element of E(ZERO_BLK). We denote this
element by δ and call it the derived key. Let seed be the evaluation of the
padded message over the eld element δ . We replace the last block blk[blen − 1]
by seed and use µ = E(seed) to generate a strong pseudo random stream that
will be then XORed into the rest of reg .
For each i ∈ {0, ..., blen − 2} let brep(i) be the same as in the specication
of the regular version. Let


A = b[0]k...kb[j − 1] ⊕ right(E(µ), j)
and

B = blk[blen − 2] ⊕ E(µ ⊕ brep(blen − 1))
The output (ciphertext) is:

blk[0] ⊕ E(µ ⊕ brep(1))kblk[1] ⊕ E(µ ⊕ brep(2))k...
...kblk[blen − 3] ⊕ E(µ ⊕ brep(blen − 2))kBkµ ⊕ E(B)
2.2

Our Suggested Set of Algorithms

We propose and recommend 8 AE algorithms that are all the possible combinations of (Block cipher, IV_LEN, mode of operation) ∈ {AES-128}×{8 bytes, 16
bytes}×{Julius-ECB regular, Julius-ECB compact, Julius-CTR regular, JuliusCTR compact}
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3 Variants
4 Design Rationale
4.1

Origin of the Idea

The origin of Julius is one of the impossibility results presented in our recent
paper [3] which develops the theory of simple linear block cipher modes of operation. A simple linear mode is any block cipher mode of operation which is
based solely on non-secret linear (or ane) binary transformations and invocations of the underlying block cipher. Many famous encryption and authentication schemes such as ECB, OCB, CBC, CMAC, CMC and SIV are simple
linear modes, since block XORing, truncations, and multiplication by a constant
element of a nite elds are all non-secret ane transformations. On the other
hand, GCM poly1305-AES [] and the Julius modes of operations are not simple
linear, since eld multiplication is not linear and a multiplication by a (constant)
secret element is linear (concerning binary elds only) but not non-secret.
Our mentioned impossibility result states that a simple linear mode of operation for block cipher decipherment cannot be chosen-plaintext secure unless
a k -blocks long message requires at least 2k − 1 invocations of the underlying
block cipher. In our notion of security the adversary is allowed to choose the
plaintext as well as the IV. To the best of our knowledge all known informational theoretic chosen plaintext and ciphertext secure modes of operation, such
as EME, CMC [] and the Luby-Racko scheme [], are simple linear modes that
require at least 2k invocation of the block cipher for enciphering a k -blocks long
message . 1
A natural rising question is whether adaptive chosen plaintext and ciphertext
security can be achieved by a mode of operation based on a pseudo random
permutation and additional secret key, such that the mode's operations are
limited to invocation of the permutation and ane transformations derived
from the secret key, and the mode uses a single invocation of the permutation
for each single message block. We answered the question in the armative by
construction two such modes of operations, based on which we designed the
Julius-ECB and Julius-CTR modes.
Since the CAESAR competition is more practically than theoretically oriented, and since real-world eciency of a mode is not measured just by the
total number of block cipher invocations per a certain message length, we have
made couple of changes to the original constructions: rst, we have followed the
GCM by replacing the additional key with the derived key E(0). Second, we
have traded the chosen-ciphertext security, which is not essential in AE algorithms, for an increased eciency.
We have not traded the chosen-IV security, which we view as an essential part
of chosen plaintext security, and that's the major advantage of Julius. We have
1 That is except for our new mode Symmetric CBC (SCBC) presented in the same paper,
which requires exactly 2k1 invocations for such a message.
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chosen to submit two dierent algorithms instead of our favorite Julius-ECB
only. This diversity is benecial, as there might be applications for which JuliusCTR suits better, possibly due to its block cipher encryptions-only property.
4.2

General Philosophy

Our theoretically-oriented philosophy is that the ideal mode of operation should
use only a single block cipher invocation per a message's block (asymptotically),
and the inputs for the block cipher should not be dependent on outputs of other
block cipher invocations. This ECB-like permutation, which is at the heart of
the ideal mode, is highly parallelizable and hence makes it ideal in a sense. The
other non-block cipher operations, are supposed to be much faster, and thus
can almost be ignored.
Moreover, we believe that CPU and hardware architectures should be adjusted to cryptography (so that those non-block cipher operations could truly
be ignored) at least as much as cryptography should be adjusted to CPU and
hardware architectures. Sophisticated and impressive cryptographic algorithms
such as poly1305-AES [6] have been designed in order to overcome limited architectures, while this is obviously unneeded. For example, supporting polynomial
multiplications over GF (2), which is very benecial for software implementations of binary elds' multiplications, is not more dicult than supporting binary integer multiplication, which is provided in any CPU.
Fortunately, today's hardware manufacturers are much more cryptographicaware, and carry-less 64bit multiplication is provided by many new CPUs since
Intel's 2010 Westmere processor [11]. We believe this trend should and will
continue within the next few years, and hope the decisions of the CAESAR
committee will take this into considerations.
4.3

Justifying Some Choices

The Underlying Block Cipher.

We chose AES as our underlying block cipher since it is widely believed to
be absolutely secure, and has ecient software and hardware implementations.
The AES standard species three algorithms: AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256,
having 128, 192 and 256 bit keys, and 10, 12 and 14 rounds, correspondingly.
While one might psychologically feel that AES-192 and AES-256 are more secure
than AES-128, there is no evidence for that. On the contrary: the key schedule
of both AES-192 and AES-128 has been shown to be vulnerable to related key
attacks [10] while the AES-128 hasn't. Due to that, and to the fact that AES-128
is a bit faster, we have chosen AES-128.
The Regular and Compact Versions

Two versions are provided for each of the two Julius-ECB and Julius-CTR
modes. The regular versions have an overhead of 16 bytes or more (depends
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on the exact lengths of the plaintext and the associated data), while the compact versions have always exactly 8 bytes overhead. In order to achieve that,
the compact versions use truncations of blocks and thus are a slightly more
complicated.
The probability of a forged message to pass authentication is no less than 12
to the power of the overhead length measured in bits, however the more known
plaintexts and ciphertexts the adversary knows the higher is the probability of
nding a certain collision which enables the recovery of the derived key and
thus the ability to forge messages. In a theoretical sense, authentication with
an overhead of 16 bytes is not stronger than 8 bytes overhead authentication,
since the expected number of enciphering or deciphering queries the adversary
is going to make before being able to forge a message is the same. In a practical
sense, both 16 and 8 bytes overhead authentication are ne.
We provide the two versions so that a more conservative user may use the
regular versions, and a user who is more concerned with the overhead's costs
may use the compact versions.
Paddings

The intermediate paddings of Julius-ECB and Julius-CTR are dierent, as the
8 or more zero bytes are placed between the associated data and the plaintext in
the Julius-ECB padding and right after the message in the Julius-CTR padding.
This enables the Julius-CTR regular version to be slightly less complicated
as the compact version, since there is no need to decrypt the last ciphertext
block. As for Julius-ECB, placing the zeroes before the plaintext enables a
faster authentication verication: there is no need to complete the calculations
of the Julius involution when the message fails authentication.
We note that both padding of Julius-ECB and Julius-CTR place the associated data right after the IV and lengths, and before the plaintext. This enables
to start the authentication verication while the decipherment of the ciphertext
has not been completed.
Plaintext and Associated Data Length Limitation

The formal maximal length of plaintext or associated data is of 264 1 bytes, and
since messages are not expected to grow so long in the near future, practically
there is no length limitation at all. There are two reasons for this unachievable
limitation: rst, security is no longer guaranteed in case a single key is being
used for authenticating and encrypting more than 264 1 bytes, not even when
all those bytes are within a single message. Second, the lengths of a certain
message's plaintext and associated data are being authenticated by being included in the message's padding. We use 8 bytes for each of the two lengths,
and therefore the limit is of 264 1 bytes.
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The IV Lengths.

While all the described modes of operation may receive IV of any (reasonable)
length, ocially we suggest only two possible lengths, 8 bytes and 16 bytes,
intended for dierent IV mechanisms:

• Counter based IV mechanism don't need more than 8 bytes of IV since a
single AES key is not likely to be used in more than 264 dierent messages
encryptions (and if it is, security is no longer guaranteed).
• Random based IV of less than 16 bytes will cause IV repetition within less
than 264 messages, which is undesirable. On the other hand, there is no
point having a longer IV since repetition of the seed will occur within 264
messages anyway.
We have decided not to recommend widely used IV lengths such as 12 bytes,
since we are afraid that a developer who lacks basic cryptographic understanding might believe that a certain intermediate IV value is secure for random IV
mechanism, while it isn't. Anyone who do have sucient cryptographic background and wishes to have a dierent IV length or any other modication will
easily be able to do so securely.
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Appendix: Required and Additional Statements
The designer has not hidden any weaknesses in this cipher.
The Julius mode of operation, or any of its many variants described in this
document, is not and will not be subject to patents. If any of this information
changes, the submitter will promptly (and within at most one month) announce
these changes on the crypto-competitions mailing list. The designer will not
be responsible for the usage of Julius or any of its variants. One should have no
claims to the designer regarding the usage of Julius.
The submitter hereby consents to all decisions of the CAESAR selection committee regarding the selection or non-selection of this submission as a secondround candidate, a third-round candidate, a nalist, a member of the nal
portfolio, or any other designation provided by the committee . The submitter
understands that the committee will not comment on the algorithms, except
that for each selected algorithm the committee will simply cite the previously
published analyses that led to the selection of the algorithm. The submitter
understands that the selection of some algorithms is not a negative comment
regarding other algorithms, and that an excellent algorithm might fail to be
selected simply because not enough analysis was available at the time of the
committee decision. The submitter acknowledges that the committee decisions
reect the collective expert judgments of the committee members and are not
subject to appeal. The submitter understands that if he disagrees with published analyses then he is expected to promptly and publicly respond to those
analyses, not to wait for subsequent committee decisions. The submitter understands that this statement is required as a condition of consideration of this
submission by the CAESAR selection committee.
The submitter consents to possible modication of the submitted algorithms
by the committee, as long as the core ideas of the algorithms are preserved and
the modied algorithms are provable birthday-secure.
Lear Bahack,
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Designer and submitter.
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